JOHN SZARKOWSKI

THE PHOTOGRAPHER’S EYE

(discussed in Edwards, pp.57-61)

Source:
THE THING ITSELF
Unknown, *Bedroom Interior*, c. 1910
Unknown, *Couple with Daguerreotype*, c. 1850
Matthew B. Brady or Staff, *Conspirator Payne*, 1865
THE DETAIL
Por aquépazo el Alférez y
Joseph de Payba Basconízelo
el año quatro el Cauildo del
Reyno a su costa a 18 de febr
de 1526 Anos.
Edward Steichen, *Sunday Papers: West 86th Street, New York*, c. 1922
THE FRAME
Unknown, *Theodore Roosevelt Speaking at Grant’s Tomb*, 1910
TIME
VANTAGE POINT
Alvin Langdon Coburn, *The Octopus*, 1912